COURSIGN, INC., introduces yellow plastic stakes and signs designed to keep golf cars away from greens and worn, wet, sodded or seeded areas. A complete kit, which includes 250 stakes, 100 signs and 2,000 feet of matching rope, is available for $129.50 F.O.B. The design provides for a slip-free notch and a sign, which slides over the stake. All materials are weather resistant. Sign inscriptions include ground under repair, no carts and drop area. Free samples are available.

LONG-ALLIED MFG., INC., introduces the Cub C2 Spreader for mounting on pickups, flat bed trucks, dump trucks and trailers. The Model C2 will spread material with a controlled width from four to 40 feet and is designed for ice control, fertilization, dust control, broadcast seeding and other applications. The conveyor has a 14-inch wide trough with rugged, trouble-free chain and shafts. A seven hp air-cooled four-cycle engine has a centrifugal clutch with throttle control.

INTERNATIONAL FIBERGLASS introduces Endamp, a de-humidifier in a bucket. According to the company, the device eliminates excessive moisture and humidity in the air, eliminating the need for expensive electrical equipment. The bucket contains small moisture-magnet pellets that draw moisture from the air and deposit it in the bucket where it accumulates. The moisture can be drained off periodically. A one-pound bucket will absorb humidity in an area of 250 cubic feet, at a humidity of 75 per cent.

THE FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY introduces a new cordless cast tire for golf cars in white, yellow, red and blue as well as black. The cast tire, still in the experimental stage, was made possible through the development at Firestone of a rubber so strong that no body-reinforcing materials are needed. The color goes all of the way through the tire. A colored liquid rubber is poured into a mold and after the material sets, the tire is removed.

WHEEL POWER CORP. introduces the Truck Tractor with the versatility, capability and 2,000-pound payload capacity for the golf course. The unit is designed to carry maximum loads, from dirt to chemicals, top dressing to potted plants, over the green or up the steepest hills without damage to the turf. Versatility is increased through the optional three-point hitch, hydraulic blade or other attachments. A 25hp engine with power steering and torque-converter drive provides dependability.

THE E-Z GRADER COMPANY introduces the Exotic putter with a T-shaped manganese bronze head with a hand-buffed satin finish. The advantage of the putter, according to the company, is better controllability on long lag putts, because they reach the hole with an easier, more controllable stroke. The putter is available only in pro shops and comes with a 36-inch True Temper steel shaft and in shorter custom lengths.

HOGGLUND GOLF COMPANY introduces the Nassau putter with a magnesium bronze head. According to the company, the putter provides constant impact so that off-center hits will have little effect on the distance the ball travels regardless of where it is struck on the club’s face. The putter’s face has a rocker shaped bottom and the entire head is contoured for an aerodynamic look.
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has a contour base to prevent drag. The design of the head is said to eliminate also the inaccuracies caused by blade deflection on long lag putts and ensure better directional control. The Nassau is available for pro shops in left and right hand models.

MITCO PAYS THE FREIGHT: NEW NYLON, FIRST LINE, FOUR PLY TUBELESS GOLF CART TIRES: 18x9.50-8—$12.50; 18x8.50-8—$11.50; 800x6 tube type—$11.50. SHIPPED PREPAID ANYWHERE IN THE USA—CASH WITH ORDER, OR 25% DEPOSIT, BALANCE C.O.D. CREDIT EXTENDED TO RATED ACCOUNTS. MITCO, BOX 1856, CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE 37407. PHONE (615) 624-9955—WRITE FOR WHOLESALE DEAL.

LEARN AUTOMATIC IRRIGATION—Ten lesson low cost correspondence course covers hydraulics, valves, controllers, heads. System design, operation, maintenance, moisture sensing. Write for free outline: LARSON COMPANY, P.O. Box 4435, Santa Barbara, Calif. 93103.

FALL CLOSE OUT price on bulk package Golf Balls, Practice Range Balls (Striped). RAVEN GOLF BALL CO., 6148 Thorneycraft, Utica, Mich. 48087.

WANT TO CONTACT A MAKER OF QUALITY GOLF BAGS who can supply us with a distinctive line. KENNETH SMITH GOLF CLUBS, Box 41, Kansas City, Mo. 64141.

DURABLE MAT COMPANY introduces the Durable GTM golf tee mat. The mat is constructed of continuous double strips of rubberized fabric that are woven on heavy galvanized steel rods. Flexible loop expansion links, spaced at intervals, prevent buckling or warping under changing weather conditions. As an exclusive feature, the mat has a carpet top surface inserted to prevent black rubber markings on the club head or ball. Standard size is five feet by four feet; other sizes available.

CENTURY ENGINEERING CORP., Agricultural Div., offers a three-gallon minute high-low pressure washer for flushing areas with heavy accumulations of material. The unit (HPW-3D) features handgun control up to 30 feet and easy nozzle selection.

SONOTRONICS, LTD., announces the availability of a wireless microphone system with a two year guarantee. The system transmits on exclusive, non-interfering FM frequencies and has a range of 200 feet. The instrument is designed around solid state circuitry and rugged construction for reliable performance under extremely rigorous and pro-

lounged use. It enables the use of more than one microphone simultaneously. The unit retails for under $350.

JOHN BEAN DIV., FMC, announces a power rewind hose reel with a special oversized swivel that virtually eliminates pressure drop. The heavy-duty reel features a large diameter core with positive lock to prevent accidental unreeing, a larger capacity for both rubber and plastic hose and adjustable tension brake that prevents overwind. Remote control operates an electrical rewind mechanism and the rolled edge on the reel eliminates hose wear. The new swivel is adaptable to hose diameters which range from three-eighths-inch to three-fourths-inch.
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